
Important Notes
Baery Life
The MiniTemp Blue uses a replaceable 1/2 AA sized lithium baery. It can be easily replaced
by removing the 4 screws from the boom of the enclosure to access the blue logger.
The logger simply pulls apart into 2 halves to access the baery, be careful when opening 
the cube as there are wires that connect the 2 halves together inside. 

As with every baery operated product, the baery life will vary depending on its
usausage. The MiniTemp Blue is designed to last for around 6 months with average usage. 
When using the online view, the default measurement interval is 1 second due to 
how the logger records informaon, this cannot be changed. Using the online view
for extended periods of me will degrade baery life more quickly. 

When se ng the logger to record internally, a shorter interval will degrade the baery
and internal memory quickly, a longer measurement interval will preserve baery life
and internal memory.  See page 2 for more informaon. 

Idenfying and Renaming Loggers
Each logger has its own unique ID code to help idenfy it amongst a list of the same loggers.
It can be found on the silver scker on the side of the logger.

In the ML Sensing app, it is possible to rename loggers to help with easy idenficaon. 
Simply locate the logger you wish to rename using the unique ID code, press and hold
the logger details with your finger and enter the desired name. 
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Electronic items must not be put in the bin. Items can
be brought back to the dealer or manufacturer directly
and will then be recycled. 
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